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Broadway - Re: FW: Broadway and LOS
From:

Jennifer Burdick

To:

Mary Durham-Pflibsen

Date:

11/5/2013 6:55 PM

Subject: Re: FW: Broadway and LOS
CC:

broadway@tucsonaz.gov

Mary,
Yes, you are correct that this isn't in the PIR, but should be! I lost track of it in the shuffle of that week. My
apologies. I'll add it in and it will be part of the next report.
I typically try to copy Broadway email account on responses as a technique for tracking items that have come in,
but I didn't even reply to you! So, I double my apologies.
I was able to jump on an opportunity to attend the National Association of City Transportation Officials
conference last week, which had an amazing line-up of speakers from all the enterprising big cities: San
Francisco, New York City, Portland, Phoenix, to name a few. I attended a session where a San Francisco County
planner discussed the new approaches they are pursuing on LOS, particularly how it relates to development
reviews and requirements for traffic impact studies, but also with respect to how they will use impact fees
collected to support their multi-modal infrastructure needs. These are things Phil Erickson is really aware of, too.
~Jenn
>>> On 11/4/2013 at 7:46 PM, Mary Durham-Pflibsen <marypflib@hotmail.com> wrote:
Hi, Jenn,
I'm resending an email I received from Oscar Gandy in late September, following our most recent public
meeting. I don't believe this made it into the Public Input Report as of yet. I did reply to Mr. Gandy at the
time he sent the email, acknowledging receipt. Please add it to the public report to ensure that the other
CTF members will see it. I think it has some good info as we go into our design phase. Thanks,
Mary

Mary Durham-Pflibsen

From: marypflib@hotmail.com
To: jennifer.burdick@tucsonaz.gov
Subject: FW: Broadway and LOS
Date: Sat, 28 Sep 2013 13:48:52 -0600
Hi, Jenn,
I hope you're getting some well-deserved rest this weekend! I'm passing on some information I received
from one of my Sam Hughes neighbors to include in our public input report. I have already responded
directly to Mr. Gandy to thank him for his participation in the public meeting and for sending the article. It
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looks very informative. Take care, and congratulations on two very successful events this week!
Mary

Mary Durham-Pflibsen

Date: Fri, 27 Sep 2013 07:49:14 -0700
From: oscargandy@yahoo.com
Subject: Broadway and LOS
To: marypflib@hotmail.com

Good Morning Mary:
I attended that very popular, and I would say, successful community workshop last night. I was
struck by the discussion at my table (E) and general comments during the wrap-up regarding the
standards/indicators that would be used to assess "functionality." I thought that you and members of
the Task Force would find some benefit in this assessment of the continuing struggles in San
Francisco to develop and implement a multimodal indicator to use in evaluating modifications of
streets.
Keep up the good work. Thanks,
Oscar H. Gandy, Jr.
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